Welcome to the MuseumsQuartier Wien – one of the world’s largest cultural complexes

90,000 m², 60 cultural institutions – the MuseumsQuartier Wien is a place of art and creativity. You’ll find renowned museums here, as well as small cultural initiatives, classics of modernism and young artists of the current century. The spectrum ranges from the visual arts to architecture, music, fashion, theater, dance, literature and children’s culture, to game culture, street art, design and photography. Innumerable cultural events also take place throughout the year in the courtyards of the MQ, featuring everything from dance performances, exhibition projects and film festivals to literary readings and even DJ line-ups.

Art Space–Creativity Space–Living Space

With its combination of varied cultural offerings, spacious recreational and relaxation areas, interior courtyards, cafés and shops, the MuseumsQuartier Wien is not only one of the world’s largest art and cultural complexes, but also an oasis of culture and recreation in the middle of the city. It is an art space with museums, exhibition and event spaces, an urban living space as well as a creative venue for the 50 or so cultural initiatives established in Q21. At the MuseumsQuartier Wien, the promotion and experience of art form an inseparable whole.

Discover and enjoy this unique cultural complex!
**LEOPOLD MUSEUM**

The focus of the LEOPOLD MUSEUM is on masterpieces by Egon Schiele (1890–1918). The collection encompasses more than 40 paintings and some 200 works on paper by the Austrian Expressionist. The Leopold Collection forms the basis of one of the world’s most important presentations of modern art. Absolute highlights of the exquisite collection are paintings and works on paper from Vienna around 1900, in particular by Gustav Klimt. It also features marvelous arts and crafts objects from the Wiener Werkstätte, notably by Kolo Moser and Josef Hoffmann. Assembled by Prof. Rudolf Leopold (1925–2010) since the 1950s, the collection unites nearly 6,000 masterpieces. The impressive museum, housed in a light-flooded limestone structure, first opened in 2001.

**Kunsthalle Wien**

The Kunsthalle Wien is Vienna’s exhibition house for contemporary art. It has two locations, one at the MuseumsQuartier Wien and the other on Karlsplatz. Its exhibitions give equal attention to putting local art on the map and bringing the international art scene to Vienna. The emphasis is on the interconnection between art praxis and theoretical reflection and on demonstrating the multilayeredness of present-day art. The Kunsthalle Wien is a place of encounter and experimentation, of constant action and change, a place for questioning and discovering society.

**Architekturzentrum Wien**

The Architekturzentrum Wien is Austria’s main museum of architecture and is an exhibition, event, and research center for everything related to architecture and the art of building. The permanent exhibition “a_show. Austrian Architecture in the 20th and 21st Centuries” shows highlights of Austrian architectural history and an annually changing exhibition examines the diversity of contemporary architecture. A richly varied selection of guided tours and side programs, a specialized library, an extensive collection documenting architecture of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, a continuously growing architectural database (www.nextroom.at), and an online encyclopedia of architects (www.architektenlexikon.at) complete the offerings of the Architekturzentrum Wien.

---

**mumok - Museum moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig Wien**

The mumok is the largest museum in Central Europe for art since modernism. It makes the various aspects of the international and Austrian avant-garde accessible to everyone interested in the arts. The striking dark grey cuboid structure, clad in basalt stone and situated in the middle of the MuseumsQuartier Wien, houses an unusual collection featuring important works from Classic Modernism, Pop Art, Fluxus, and Viennese Actionism to present-day film and media art.

From Pablo Picasso to Andy Warhol and Cosima von Bonin, the collection and special exhibitions represent a blend of tradition and experiment, past and present. The mumok kino explores film in the context of visual art. A broad range of educational programs for adults and children ages four and up, a library, the mumok café, and the mumok shop complete the range of offerings for visitors.

---

Tanzquartier Wien

Tanzquartier Wien is Austria’s premier center for contemporary dance and performance.

During the season from October to June, the weekly changing program of performances mainly takes place in TQW/Halle G and in the TQW/Studios. In May and June, TQW also uses the outdoor areas of the MuseumsQuartier Wien for open-air events. During the day, various contemporary dance classes and workshops for professional dancers are offered in the studios as well as lectures exploring the interface between contemporary dance, performance, art, and theory. The studio complex also houses a public theory and media center with a library and media collection.

Halle E+G

Halle E+G at the MuseumsQuartier Wien is an exclusive event venue in the center of Vienna. In addition to events for the Wiener Festwochen, Tanzquartier Wien, and Vienna’s cutting-edge music theater scene, a wide range of international productions in the genres of music, theater, and dance are presented here.

Thanks to the winning combination of Baroque and modern architecture, Halle E+G is also the ideal venue for social events, congresses and presentations.

DSCHUNGEL WIEN

DSCHUNGEL WIEN is one of Europe’s leading theaters for young audiences. The program covers every aspect of the performing arts: from drama to narrative, puppet, and music theater, from opera to dance, dance theater, and interdisciplinary forms for everyone aged 0–99. It encompasses premieres by Viennese theater groups, guest performances (both national and international) and festivals as well as workshops, installations, and dialogue events.

ZOOM Kindermuseum

ZOOM offers four areas for children of different ages: the Exhibition, presenting major subjects in a way that kids ages 6 to 12 can understand through experience; the Atelier, where kids ages 3 to 12 can explore creativity in a variety of workshops; the Animation Film Studio, where kids and teens ages 8 to 14 can experiment with animation film and sound production; and the Ozean, a play-and-experience zone for kids ages 8 months to 6 years.

wienXtra-kinderinfo

wienXtra-kinderinfo—your free time, your info-point! Information and advice on everything that is fun for kids in Vienna: playgrounds, theater, cinema, museums, nature, camps, creative activities, tips on events and much more. The kinderinfo provides free information on leisure activities in Vienna for families with children up to the age of 13. There’s space to play for the kids while the adults get the information they need. The wienXtra-kinderinfo also issues the ferienspiel-Pass and the kinderaktiv-broschure with free kinderaktivcard!
Q21 provides workspace for around 50 initiatives, organizations, agencies and editorial offices working in the cultural sector. This creative space is spread across over 7,000 sqm within the MuseumsQuartier Wien. In this way, Q21 brings the “creative” aspect into one of the world’s largest complexes for art and culture. Q21 tenants work across a wide variety of fields. Be it an international film or dance festival, indie game development, art book publishing or a fashion boutique, with their themes and forms of production, these initiatives complement the traditional museums and event spaces at the MuseumsQuartier Wien.

While respecting the individual autonomy of its tenants, the Q21 sees itself as umbrella brand, promoter and communicator alike. A further promotional tool and a key factor in establishing Q21 as a creative space is the Artist-in-Residence program. International guest artists are invited to Vienna by Q21’s resident initiatives to realize projects on location. Several of the Artists-in-Residence are represented with their works in the Q21 exhibition space. Admission is free to the frei_raum Q21 exhibition space, which hosts a program of group exhibitions curated by international curators, with a focus, since 2012, on socio-political themes and social criticism.

www.Q21.at

#tourQ21 #artistQ21 #freiraumQ21

In addition to its diverse cultural offerings, the MuseumsQuartier Wien is known for its spacious oases for recreation and relaxation. The various eating and drinking establishments at the MQ play a major role in creating the spirit of relaxation: from snack bars with refreshments, ice cream, and snacks to cafés in newly interpreted style or recreating the Viennese coffeehouse tradition and restaurants of various kinds. Affordable lunch specials, classic dishes from Viennese and traditional Austrian cuisine, delicious pastries, and sophisticated gastronomy make for genuine culinary variety.

In the evening hours, some establishments also add a bar operation with changing DJ lineups. In summertime, the many outdoor seating areas throughout the MQ invite visitors to kick back and relax. They’re popular meeting spots for business lunches and dinners or for hanging out with friends.
The MuseumsQuartier Wien at a Glance

Institutions
1. DSCHUNGEL WIEN
   Theater for Young Audiences
2. Tanzquartier Wien Studios
3. ZOOM Kindermuseum
4. wienXtra-kinderinfo
5. LEOPOLD MUSEUM
6. Tanzquartier Wien stage
7. Halle E+G
8. Kunsthalle Wien
9. mumok
10. Architekturzentrum Wien
11. frei_raum Q21 exhibition space
12. Electric Avenue/Q21

Event spaces
13. Arena21
14. Ovalhalle
15. Barocke Suiten
16. Raum D/Q21

plus more than 50 additional cultural institutions in Q21/MQ

MuseumsQuartier Wien
Museumsplatz 1
A-1070 Vienna

Public transport:
Subway
U2 and U3 (Volkstheater)
U2 (MuseumsQuartier)
Tram
49 (Volkstheater)
Bus
48A (Volkstheater)
MQ Point Info • Tickets • Shop
General information and ticket sales/gift and design shop
Kombi Tickets for the MQ and tickets for cultural events all over Austria
Open daily, 10:00–19:00,
Phone: 0820/600 600 (in Austria only) or +43/1/523 58 81-1731

Architekturzentrum Wien
Exhibitions and shop: daily, 10:00–19:00
Library: Mon, Wed, and Fri, 10.00–17:30, Sat & Sun, 10:00–19:00
www.azw.at, Phone: +43/1/522 31 15-0

DSCHUNGEL W IEN
Theater for Young Audiences
Information, tickets, and reservations: Mon to Fri, 14:30–18:30,
Sat 16:30–18:30, and one hour before performances
www.dschungelwien.at, Phone: +43/1/522 07 20-20

Halle E+G
Oeticket Center in the Foyer of Halle E+G
Mon to Sat, 10:00–19:00, lunch break 13:00–14:00 (closed July and August)
www.halleneg.at, Phone: +43/1/524 33 21-0

Kunsthalle Wien
Daily, 11:00–19:00, Thu, 11:00–21:00
www.kunsthallewien.at, Facebook/KunsthalleWien, Twitter/KunsthalleWien, #KunsthalleWien, Phone: +43/1/521 89-33

LEOPOLD MUSEUM
Daily, 10:00–18:00, Thu, 10:00–21:00
Closed Tue (open daily Jun to Aug)
www.leopoldmuseum.org, Phone: +43/1/525 70-0

mumok-Museum moderner Kunst
Stiftung Ludwig Wien
Mon, 14:00–19:00, Tue to Sun, 10:00–19:00, Thu, 10:00–21:00
www.mumok.at, Phone: +43/1/525 00

Q21
Opening times vary between individual institutions
frei_raum Q21 exhibition space:
Tue to Sun, 13:00–16:00 & 16:30–20:00, free admission
www.Q21.at, Phone: +43/1/523 58 81-1717

Tanzquartier Wien
Mon to Fri, 09:00–19:30, Sat, 10:00–19:30
Library / Media Center Hours: Mon to Fri, 13:00–18:00, Closed holidays
www.tqw.at, Phone: +43/1/581 35 91

wienXtra-kinderinfo
Tue to Fri, 14:00–18:00, Sat, Sun, holidays, 10:00–17:00, Mondays closed
www.kinderinfowien.at, blog.kinderinfowien.at, Phone: +43/1/4000-84 400

ZOOM Kindermuseum
Hours: Tue to Sat, 08:30–16:00, Sat, Sun, holidays & vacation days, 09:45–16:00
Summer vacation hours: Tue to Sat, 12:45–16:00
Always closed Mondays. All programs have fixed starting times!
www.kindermuseum.at, Phone: +43/1/524 79 08

General sponsor of the MQ
Principal sponsor of the MQ